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Customer Reviews
I had to buy this software for my college keyboarding class, and it is awful. They do not make a Mac compatible version, which is fine, you can just work in your browser with the key code. Oh, but it only works in Firefox and Internet Explorer... and sometimes they forget to renew their license, so it doesn't work in either of those. Also, you have to be able to hook up your Word Processor, which has to be Microsoft 2013. No newer or older version. This software is just straight up outdated and too expensive for what you get. I never would've chosen it if I wasn't forced to.

BUYER BEWARE! THE TITLE IS MISLEADING! If you buy the book USED it DOES NOT come with the access code - even though the title says it does! You must buy it new to get the access code.

Kinda expensive for what you get.

I do not like because some page were broke and horrible it was not include online code
This purchase was awesome even included code for the course.
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